
Teacher Resource Page
Grades 3 – 7

How to prepare for a visit
Place students into groups with chaperones, at a ratio of one adult to five students.  
These groups should be arranged in advance to save time during your visit.

Select two–four activity pages to do in the galleries that will best suit your purpose for  
visiting the museum. Suggestions for which activities to choose are provided below.

Print off the activities that you have chosen, and go through each page with your  
students before your visit.

Fill out the ‘Chaperone Resource Page’ for each chaperone group, and hand it out to  
your chaperones (along with copies of the map and student inquiry activities chosen)  
prior to your arrival. 

Have each chaperone group start at a different activity station around the museum to  
help space out your class.

Each activity area will take around 5-15 minutes for a group of students to complete.

What pages to choose for specific learning outcomes

Similarities and differences in cultures  
(between cultures and between past/present)

First Nations Cultures across BC 
Ancient Artifacts 
Old Town

Technology Affecting Individuals 
and Communities

Climate Change/Nature on the Move 
Old Town 
Ancient Artifacts

Habitats and Communities

Forest Display 
Climate Change/Nature on the Move 
Birds and Beaks

Ecosystems

Forest Display 
Invasive Species 
Birds and Beaks

European Explorers, Pre-Contact BC,  
and the Fur Trade

HMS Discovery 
Fur Trade 
Food Quest 
Ancient Artifacts

Resources

Industries of BC 
Food Quest 
Climate Change/Nature on the Move

Diversity of Life

Palaeontology Survey 
Forest Display 
Birds and Beaks

School Visits Programs



Chaperone   _______________________

Student Names:

_______________________      _______________________     _______________________ 

_______________________      _______________________     _______________________ 

_______________________      _______________________     _______________________ 

Your chaperone group can start at the _____________________ activity

We enter the museum at ____________      And will meet back in the lobby at ____________ 

Tips for chaperones
•  Be an active member of the group during your visit!

•  Encourage discussion between you and the students in your group.

•   Most questions in the inquiry guide are open-ended. There is room for many different interpretations 
and answers for each question! 

•   Wen you enter a new part of the museum, give students some time to explore what is around them.

•   Talk to a docent in the galleries, they may have something engaging to show your group.

•   The inquiry guides do not have to be finished in any particular order. If one activity area is occupied, 
move to another and go back later.

Prompts to Encourage Discussion in your Group:
•  “What do you observe?” 

•  “Why do you think that is?” / “What makes you think that?”

•  “What else do you notice?”

After your visit
What is the most interesting thing your group found out in the museum?

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

What is one question your group has after visiting the museum?

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

School Visits Programs

Chaperone Resource Page 
Grades 3 – 7

Time Time



3-7 Inquiry Map: Natural History Gallery

What can looking at a fossil or a bone tell us?

•	 	Look	at	the	Mammoth	and	Mastodon	teeth	in	the	display	case	called Ice House		

(fossils	7,	8,	13,	14,	15).	What	are	some	similarities	or	differences	that	you	notice?

•	 	Use	a	Venn	diagram	to	compare	and	contrast	facts	or	observations	about	two	other	BC	fossils.		

(hint: look on the top part of the wall to find the time period/epoch)

Fossil 1 _____________

Time period (epoch): 

___________

Fossil 2 _____________

Time period (epoch): 

        ___________

One	question	I	have	about	these	fossils:

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

One	possible	answer:

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

Facts

coprolite	
Look along the side of the 
wall for a ‘Coprolite’. They 
look like rocks but these are 
actually fossilized animal 
droppings!! You might think 
these are gross but they come in handy.  
We can use what is found inside them to tell 
us the diets of animals, and what other plants 
and animals were around at that time.

survivors  
Find the ‘Beyond the 

Ice’ display. What animals 
do you see that have 
survived up to today?

Natural History:  
palaeontology survey

Hide n’ seek
Take a look at the 

mammoth display. It is not the 
only animal in the diorama. Try 

and find the other camouflaged 
animal. Need a hint? Listen 

for the sound this animal 
makes.

key Question

you are Here

•	 	Enter	the	Climate Rules	exhibit.	Look	around	the	‘climate	zone’	room	and	try	to		

find	the	difference	between	temperature	and	climate.	What	is	the	difference?	

•	 	Look	at	the	’Nature	on	the	Move’	cases,	and	find	the	animals	on	your	sheet.		

Write	down	their	names,	where	they	live	and	what	would	happen	to	them	if	BC’s		

climate	changes	any	further.

•	 	Do	you	think	their	coming	or	going	will	affect	any	other	plants	or	animals	in	the	area?

What is the difference between climate and temperature?

Climate	____________________________________________

Temperature	_______________________________________

Facts

Natural History:  
climate Rules / 
Nature on the Move 

FiRe eFFects 
There is a glass patio door 
on display, but you might 
not recognize it! See what 
happened to it after a 
widespread Okanagan fire in 
2003 in the Summer Fires case.

D	Choose what you want!A B C

    Name  Where do they live? (habitat)  What will happen if BC’s climate changes further?

A  _________________  ___________________________   ____________________________________

B  _________________  ___________________________   ____________________________________

C  _________________  ___________________________   ____________________________________  

D  _________________  ___________________________   ____________________________________

Be still, My heaRt!  
Find the Vancouver Island 
marmot, one of the most 
endangered animals in BC. 
Vancouver Island marmots 
hibernate for nearly seven 
months of the year. During 
that time, the marmot’s heart 
beats three or four times  
per minute!

you aRe heRe

Artw
ork provided by RBCM

 artist in residence Aim
ée van Drim

m
elen

•	 	Look	around	for	a	familiar	plant	or	animal	you	have	seen	before.	Try	and	locate	 

the name of the plant/animal and what region of Bc it is from based on the display.

Name ____________________________          Region ____________________________

•	 	What	do	you	think	are	some	of	the	food	sources	of	the	animals	you	see?

Natural History:  
Forest & Ocean comic strip

scOrpIONs ON 
vANcOuver IsLAND?  
Well, not really, but BC is 
home to the false scorpion! 
These arachnids share the 
same shape as scorpions, 
minus the dangerous tail! 
Find one catching a snack in 
the soil display.

FIsH-FeD Trees 
Try and find the spawning 

salmon. When salmon move 
upstream to spawn and die, they leave 
behind a rich source of nutrients, like 

nitrogen, for the surrounding environment. 
Trees on the banks of salmon-stocked 

rivers can grow more than three  
times faster than trees next to  

salmon-free rivers!

FAcTs

yOu Are Here

Make your own comic 

•	 	Create	a	comic	strip	about	two	of	the	animals	you	see	in	the	forest	or	ocean	displays.	 

Make	a	situation	where	they	are	trying	to	find	food.	What	do	they	choose	to	eat?

Com
ic provided by RBCM

 artist in residence Gareth Gaudin

Look at Test Your Invader IQ video  

panel, located in the Delta Diorama.  

For each question, write down notes about one of the 

invaders shown. Before you push a button to solve the 

question, guess which invader will be lit up in the answer.  

Press “Reset” to clear the screen before you start.

Before you press…Guess!

Fact

Natural History: 
aliens among Us

Could you CatCh it? 

How many hand lengths does it take to 
cover the length of the great white sturgeon 
on the wall? Start at the left hand side, 
when the sturgeon was just a small fishy!

______  hand lengths

alien Invaders: Which of these aliens have 

been designated as some of the world’s 

most serious invaders?

Invader  _______________________

Why is it considered the worst?

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

alien Impacts:  

Which of these aliens had negative impacts 

on ecosystems or native species?

Invader  _______________________

What are the impacts?  

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

Have you ever seen any of these invaders  

in the wild? Which ones?

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

YoU are here

•	 	All	these	different	birds	live	in	the	same	area,	but	have	developed	different	 

ways to find and collect food. Have a look at the different beaks and birds  

on display in the delta and feel the beaks mounted on the display panel.

•	 When	you	have	read	about	the	different	beaks,	write	down	the	purpose	of	each:

Short	Beaks:	 ______________________________________________________

Long	Beaks:	 _______________________________________________________

Spoon-shaped	Beaks:	______________________________________________

•	 	Choose	two	different	birds	and	record	your	observations	about	their	 

features either by drawing or describing them.

Natural History:  
Birds and Beaks

Bird	name	__________________________ 	Size (estimate in cm) __________

Beak	Observations		 	 	 	 	 Feet	and	Leg	Observations

Bird	name	__________________________ 	Size (estimate in cm) __________

Beak	Observations		 	 	 	 	 Feet	and	Leg	Observations

Find the eagle and turkey vulture display. Have a look at their 

beaks and feet in comparison to the other birds on display.  

Are they used for the same reasons as the other delta birds?   

Yes m   No m   What do you think they are adapted for doing?

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

FAcT

sTucK IN THe MuD! 
Learn how many things are 
living in a handful of mud by 

finding the squishy mud square 
on the side panel. Check  

out the mud under the 
microscope too!

yOu Are Here

Paleontology Survey

Climate Rules/
Nature on the Move

Birds and Beaks
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Forest & Ocean Comic Strip

Aliens Among Us



3-7 Inquiry Map: Modern History Gallery

What was needed by early explorers?

•	 	Let’s	Time	Travel!	Walk	through	the	HMS	“Discovery”.	As	you	enter	the		

ship,	you	are	leaving	England,	and	when	you	come	out,	you	have		

landed	at	“Friendly	Cove”	in	British	Columbia.	

•	 Do	you	notice	any	differences	between	the	two	sides	of	the	ship?

•	 	Take	30	seconds	to	try	and	remember	as	many	things	inside	the	captain’s	cabin		

as	you	can.

When	you	exit,	talk	with	your	group	and	try	to	remember	at	least	six	objects	that	have	to	

do	with	life	onboard,	items	collected	from	BC,	or	navigation	inside	the	cabin.	Once	you	are	

done,	check	back	inside	to	see	if	there	was	anything	you	missed!

Items	for	life	on	a	ship

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

Tools	to	navigate

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

Things	collected	from	BC

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

Anything	I	missed

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

Facts

Famous Furniture 
Try to find Captain 
Vancouver’s trunk inside the 
ship HMS Discovery.  
(look for the initials G. Van)

Modern History:  
Hms Discovery

a Fatal Dagger 
Outside the ship is the 

dagger that was supposedly 
used to attack Captain Cook in 

Hawaii, after his last trip to 
BC in 1778.

Key Question

you are Here

FAcTs

Modern History:  
Fur Trade 

HIsTOry OF THe Fur TrADe 
In Europe in the early 1800s demand for fur 
was high, mostly to make fancy hats. The most 
valuable fur-bearing animals, such as beaver, 
lynx and marten, come from the coldest climates. 
Competition from fur trading made explorers and 
fur traders seek out more remote places to find 
more furs. Look around, how do you think people 
travelled in these cold remote areas?

FOrT 
suppOrT!  

Take a look at the beams 
of wood around the Fort 

Victoria Diorama. They are 
the original beams from 

the old fort!

What were some important items used in Bc’s fur trade?

•	 	Imagine	you	are	a	fur	trapper.	Look	around	at	the	cases.	What	would	you	want	to	trade	

your	furs	for?	Why? (think about navigation, survival, decoration?)

What item would you want to trade your furs for  ______________________________________

Why	would	it	be	useful	for	a	trapper?

___________________________________ 

___________________________________

___________________________________

Which	materials	do	you	see	that	show	

the influence of First Nations People? 

___________________________________

___________________________________ 

___________________________________

How do you think First Nations 

people	helped	these	early	explorers	

and fur traders?

___________________________________

___________________________________ 

___________________________________

Draw it in the box below

Key QuesTION

yOu Are Here

What were some industries that opened up Bc? What were they like?

•	 	Have	a	look	around	the	three	industries:	Mining,	Logging,	and	Fishing/Canning.	Read	the	

following	accounts	and	look	at	the	pictures.

•	 	As	a	group	discuss	both	the	positive	and	negative	sides	of	working	in	each	industry.

Modern History:  
The Industries of Bc

A Miner’s Day 

“If	you	were	down	in	the	

mines,	you’d	push	three	or	

four hundred two-ton cars a 

day.	How	do	you	push	a	two-

ton car? You get your back 

to	it,	your	heels	dug	in,	and	

push!	It	was	just	pick	and	

shovel,	and	you	got	86	cents	

for	a	ton	of	coal.”

From Sound Heritage Volume VII,  

number 4 (1978) p. 38.

Which	job	would	you	prefer	to	work?	__________________________________

Is	this	job	dangerous?	What	would	you	need	to	worry	about	as	a	worker?

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

LoggingMining Fishing/Canning

A Logger’s Day

“The	first	morning	light	would	see	them	already	at	their	place	of	

work,	perhaps	a	mile’s	rowboat	journey	from	their	home.	There	

they would slave all day; carrying their sharp awkward tools up 

through	the	hillside	underbrush;	chopping	and	sawing,	felling	

big	timber;	cutting	up	logs,	barking	them;	using	their	heavy	

jackscrews	to	coax	logs	downhill	to	the	sea.	At	evening,	they	

would	tow	such	logs	as	they	had	floated	round	to	their	boom,	

and	put	the	logs	inside,	in	safety.	Then	they	could	go	home	and	

dry	their	clothes,	and	cook	supper,	and	sleep	like	dead	men.”

From woodsmen of the west by M. A. Grainger (Arnold, 1908), p. 53

Key QuesTION

yOu Are Here

FactS

Modern History:  
Old town

Look Down! 
Take a look at the street. 

Some streets in early Victoria 
were made of wooden ‘cobbles’. 
There are about 30,000 cobbles in 

Old Town! Why would Victoria 
use wooden cobbles instead  

of brick?

How have times changed between old town and today in terms of transportation,  

entertainment, and communication?

•	 	Look	around	all	of	old	town.	Try	to	find	out	how	life	was	different	in	terms	of	

transportation,	communication,	and	entertainment	between	then	and	now.

transportation

tHEN NOW

communication

Entertainment

one Shop – Two TraDeS 
Find the Herbalist shop in 

Chinatown. In early Chinatown, it 
was difficult to run a successful 
shop if you had only one type of 

business. What is the other 
business offered by 

the owner.

TheaTre 
Enter the theatre and catch 

a silent film. Even though films 
were silent, the audience was 

usually far from it! Cheer on 
the hero, hiss at the villain,  

and enjoy!!

KEy QuEStiON

yOu arE HErE

FAcT

Modern History:  
Train station

Where is this ticket taking me?

•	 	You	have	found	a	ticket	on	the	floor!	Look	closely	at	the	train	

ticket	below	and	try	to	answer	the	following	questions.

A		What	day	was	the	ticket	issued?	 

_________________________________

B		Where	was	the	train	coming	from?	

_________________________________

C		Where	was	the	train	going	to?	

_________________________________

D  How much did the fare cost? 

_________________________________

MeSSageS on The Move 
Look for the ‘order hoop/passing 
stick’ hung up on the wall in the 
station office. These were used 
to deliver train orders to workers 
on moving trains. What else is 
used for communication inside 
this room?

Key QuesTION

yOu Are Here

Modern History:  
century Hall

What can we understand by looking at an object? 

Looking	at	objects	from	the	past	can	tell	us	a	lot	about	BC’s	history!

choose an object and discuss:

•		what	is	the	name	of	the	object?

•		what	was	it	made	out	of?

•		who	would	have	used	it?

•		where	do	you	think	it	was	made?

•		why	was	it	important	to	the	people	of	its	time?

•		why	is	it	important	to	us	today?	

record and Draw:	an	object	that	is	familiar,	unfamiliar,	 

and	an	object	you	think	should	be	in	the	Royal	BC	Museum.

An	object	that	is	familiar

Object 

Time Period 

Why is it important?

An	object	that	is	unfamiliar	

Object 

Time Period 

Who would have used it?

An	object	that	you	would	put	
in the museum and archives

Object 

Time Period 

Why does it need to be here? 

Draw it Draw it Draw it

Key QuesTION

yOu Are Here

HMS Discovery

Fur Trade

Century Hall
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Industries of BC

Old Town / Train Station



3-7 Inquiry Map: First Peoples Gallery

What uses can you find for bones, stones, antlers and horns?

•	 	Would	using	a	bird	bone	be	the	same	as	using	a	seal	bone?		

Search	the	display	cases	and	try	to	find	out!

	 Bird	Bones	were	used	for		 _________________________________

	 Seal	Bones	were	used	for		_________________________________

•	 	Find	the	display	of	‘spear	and	arrow	points’	found	in	BC.		

They	are	sorted	by	different	time	periods.	What	trend	do	you	notice	as	time	goes	by?

	 	_____________________________________________________________________________________

•	 	Horns,	antlers,	stones	and	bones	were	used	for	many	different	purposes	by		

BC	communities	in	the	past.	Find,	draw	and	label	objects	for	these	3	tasks:

A radio-carbon date obtained on the specimen showed that it is about 2000
years old. [1950 BP (years before 1950 A.D.), plus or minus 100 years;
Simon Fraser University radio carbon lab # - RIDDL 1141].

Figure 2. These drawings show how an atlatl was held and how it was
thrown. RBCM drawings after (top) Butler (1966) and (bottom) after
drawings by Jaclynne Campbell in Fladmark (1986).

Description

The Quiltanton Lake atlatl or throwing board is made of antler and weighs
124 grams. Based on its length and curvature, it is most likely caribou antler,
but has not been positively identified as such. The only alternative would be
elk antler, but the distance between tines, even on very large elk, is shorter
than the length of this artifact. A separate handle attachment is missing from
the proximal end. It is speculated that the latter may have been made of an
oval piece of wood or antler with two holes or a looped rawhide, for

Facts

Key Question

First Peoples Gallery:  
ancient artifacts

Name of object 

What is it made out of? 

Draw it

Name of object 

What is it made out of? 

Draw it

Name of object 

What is it made out of? 

Draw it

a	tool	for	woodworking an	object	to	be	worn a	tool	for	hunting

Farther! Better! Faster!  
Look around the wall for an Atlal, or 
throwing board. This was an ingenious 
tool that allowed a hunter to throw 
farther, stronger, and with better aim! 
Have you used anything like this?

you are here

What’s a 
Whatzit?   

Find out what a 
“whatzit” is in the ‘body 

adornment’ display case! If 
you had to rename them, 

what would they be 
called?

FAcTs

First Peoples Gallery: 
Food Quest 

What are some food sources of coastal communities?

•	 	Look	at	all	of	the	different	methods	of	fishing	that	you	can	see	in	the	display.	 

What	method	would	you	choose	to	fish	with?	

Name of method

_______________________________________

Why	did	you	choose	it?	

_______________________________________

Draw it

•	 	Find	a	way	that	salmon	were	caught	while	travelling	upstream.	First	Nations	communities	

would	make	sure	not	to	catch	too	many	fish	in	one	season.	Why	is	this	important?

  ___________________________________________________________________________________

•	 	Continue	on	and	look	at	the	different	foods	that	are	collected	and	preserved.	

•	 	It	is	nearing	winter	on	the	coast,	and	time	for	you	to	think	about	what	you	want	to	store	for	

food	over	the	cold,	wet	season.	Record	four	food	resources	that	you	would	store	for	the	winter.

•	 	There’s	a	Hole	in	my	Basket!	Look	at	the	baskets	carrying	salmonberries	and	shellfish,	and	find	

differences	between	them.	Why	would	it	be	smart	to	weave	these	two	baskets	differently?

  ___________________________________________________________________________________

  ___________________________________________________________________________________

sTAr OF THe seA  
(BuT NOT TAsTe BuDs)   
Find 5 sea stars in the underwater display. They 
are the only ocean dweller in the case that was 
not eaten by coastal communities. They taste 
bad no matter what you do with them!

 Food For 
ThoughT   

Traditional Coastal First 
Nations diets were better 

than the diets of Europeans 
who came to explore and 

trade in the  
18th century!

yOu Are Here

Key QuesTION

How did different cultures across Bc live?

•			What	would	be	different	about	living	on	the	coast	

rather	than	living	in	interior	BC?	

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

•			How	would	that	affect	your	day-to-day	life?	 

How	would	that	affect	you	during	different	seasons?	

_______________________________________________________________________________________

•			As	a	group,	choose	one	theme	(clothing,	shelter,	transportation)	to	look	for	while	walking	

around	the	gallery.	Find	two	different	objects	or	displays	from	different	cultures	that	have	

to	do	with	your	theme,	and	discuss	whether	they	would	be	useful	for	the	coast	or	interior	of	

BC.	[look at the map for ideas on where to find coastal or interior displays]

Theme	chosen:				 m Transportation     m	Clothing					m Shelter

First Peoples Gallery:  
First Nations cultures across Bc

Object	 ______________________________

What	Culture? _______________________

What	do	you	observe?	(materials,	size,	color)

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

Is	this	useful	for	life	on	the	coast	or	
interior?	Why?

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

Object	 ______________________________

What	Culture? _______________________

What	do	you	observe?	(materials,	size,	color)

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

Is	this	useful	for	life	on	the	coast	or	
interior?	Why?

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

Key QuesTION

yOu Are Here

Ancient Artifacts

Food Quest
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First Nations cultures Across BC 
(all of gallery)


